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Trump threatens jobs, then
backs down over wall funding
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
Republican President Donald
Trump’s televised “temper
tantrum” threat to partially
shut down the federal government unless Congress caves
and gives him $5 billion to
build his Mexican Wall risks
600,000 jobs and pay raises for
all two million federal workers, their unions report.
So unions are working with
lawmakers to try to overcome
Trump, which may not be easy.
But Trump’s foes, including
the unions, have the public on
their side.
Trump uttered his threat in
his confrontation against
Senate Minority Leader
Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., and
House Democratic Leader
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., in their
first Oval Office meeting in
more than a year.
Facing the reality that the
incoming
Democratic-run
House, where Pelosi presumably will be Speaker, will not
give him any wall money at all,

Trump engaged in what
Schumer called “a temper
tantrum,” demanding all $5
billion now. Trump originally
demanded Mexico pay for the
wall. Mexico, and its leaders
across the ideological spectrum, adamantly said no.
“Every time we face a government shutdown, the paychecks our members and their
families rely on suddenly
become a political football,”
said Government Employees
(AFGE) President J. David
Cox, head of the nation’s
largest federal workers union.
“Our members take home
an average of around $500
each week. Any interruption in
their pay will have a devastating impact on them, their families, and their communities,”
said Cox.
As this issue went to press,
Senate leaders were looking
for ways to avoid a government shutdown, which Trump
said during the meeting that he
would “take the mantle” for if
it were to happen.
See THREAT...page 6

Years of DFL leadership
helped guide Minnesota
through rocky waters after the
2008 recession, and the state
announced it has a budget surplus to show for it.
The Minnesota Office of
Management and Budget
announced that the state’s revenue forecast indicates that
there will be a budget surplus
of $1.544 billion heading into
the new legislative session.
And so far, new elected leaders
appear to be calling for caution
rather than a spending spree.
“Today’s budget forecast is
a testament to the incredible
work of Governor Mark
Dayton,” said Governor-elect
Tim Walz, a DFLer. “I am
humbled to follow in his footsteps, and I pledge to continue
his legacy of fiscal stability.”
The forecast represents a
strong foundation on which to
build his campaign’s vision of
“One Minnesota,” Walz said.
He, Lieutenant Governorelect Peggy Flanagan and
other new elected state-level
officials traveled the state earlier this month to hear from
constituents on what they want
from the new administration.
“Our recent listening tour
made clear that Minnesotans
are hungry for a government
that puts people before politics. They are ready to find
common ground, tackle the
challenges in their communities, and build a better life for
everyone.”
Walz said the budget will
reflect the priorities of the people of Minnesota, focusing on
education, affordable health
care and building communities.

‘Green New Deal’ must include right to organize
By Lauren Burke
Fifty young people affiliated with the Sunrise Movement
were arrested on November 13
in House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi’s office, following a sit-in demanding that
Democrats use their new
majority in the U.S. House of

ANALYSIS
Representatives to launch a
comprehensive plan to confront climate change — a
Green New Deal.
Representative-elect
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez not
only attended the protest, but
the same day posted on her
website draft language to
establish a Select Committee
on a Green New Deal.
Ocasio-Cortez’s willingness to embrace the dynamic
and confrontational mobilization of the Sunrise Movement
and their reinvigoration of a
public discourse on a Green
New Deal signals that the next
legislative session will present

opportunities to create and elevate an ambitious left agenda.
Ocasio-Cortez’s draft proposal for a Green New Deal
Committee contains bold provisions for achieving 100 percent renewable energy, a federal jobs guarantee, a commitment to mitigate racial, regional, and gender-based wealth
and income inequalities, and a
plan to use innovative public
financing to achieve these
goals. While these are all
important aspects of a Green
New Deal, what’s missing are
any terms for protecting — let
alone strengthening — the
right to organize.
See NEW DEAL...page 21

Attorney general-elect Keith Ellison listens to IBEW 242’s
Darik Carlson in front of a packed house at the Labor
Temple earlier this month. Ellison visited the Labor
Temple as part of his listening tour of Minnesota, meeting
with labor leaders on the Iron Range and then holding the
session in Duluth for the general public.
“I look forward to working
across the aisle to further these
priorities,”
Walz
said.
“Together, we can make One
Minnesota a reality.”
Labor leaders called for
investments for working people and their families.
"The next state budget is
an opportunity for our elected
officials to demonstrate their
commitment to the future of
our state through investments
in public education and the
people who deliver it,” said
Denise Specht, president of
Education Minnesota. “This
surplus is a historic opportunity to invest in the idea that our
state can prepare every student
for a successful life, no matter
their race or where they were
born. The educators of
Minnesota stand ready to work
with Gov.-elect Tim Walz to

make it happen.”
“This
forecast
gives
Governor-elect Walz and lawmakers solid ground to deliver for working Minnesotans
and their families by increasing state investments in E-12
public school classrooms,
higher education, protection
from wage theft, workforce
development,
healthcare,
transportation, and critical
state and local infrastructure
projects,” Minnesota AFLCIO President Bill McCarthy
said. “Minnesota’s union
members will be closely
watching the 2019 legislative
session and will advocate at
the Capitol and in our communities for investments and
policies that support all working people.”
See STATE...page 5
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Cost and enrollment help is available to many who don’t have insurance
If you or someone you
know doesn’t have health
insurance, now’s the time to
find out what is available for
you.
Many people can get
their coverage fully or mostly
paid for – but don’t know it.
Some others are paying for
insurance, but don’t know they
could get their premiums
reduced.
November 1 to January 13
is the Open Enrollment period
in Minnesota for people who
are not on Medicare, not on
employer health coverage, and
not eligible for the government
programs Medical Assistance
or MinnesotaCare. This is the
time to sign up for health insurance for 2019, and to make
sure that you get premium
reductions, which are available
to a great many people.

Here are five key things to
be aware of:
1. There is no more federal
requirement to get insurance,
or else pay a penalty to the
IRS. That may make some
healthy people happy, but it is
a false security: Anyone can
get a serious disease or suffer a
big accident, anytime. That
can bankrupt you, if you had
chosen to go without insurance.
2. There are some new
insurance options with unusually low premiums, known as
Short-Term
plans
or
Association plans. These can
sound attractive, but you get
what you pay for -- very
skimpy coverage, which can
still leave you with huge medical bills to pay. And if you
develop some expensive dis-

ease, they can drop you like a
hot potato.
3. Three-quarters of all the
uninsured
people
in
Minnesota are eligible either
for a government program like
Medical
Assistance
or
MinnesotaCare, or are eligible
for government subsidy that
brings down the cost of your
insurance premiums to really
affordable levels, according to
your income. If you or a
friend are uninsured now, you
probably are missing out on
some of this help.
4. Premiums for individual
insurance policies have been
reduced for 2019. Meanwhile,
there are some changes in policies regarding coverage and
which doctors participate, so
you always want to comparison shop carefully.

5. What’s the deadline?
There was a December 15
deadline to sign up for coverage that would start on Jan. 1,
2019. For many states (including Wisconsin) that was the
only deadline -- but not for
Minnesota.
In Minnesota,
there is also a second deadline,
which is Jan. 13, for coverage
that starts Feb. 1, 2019. After
Jan. 13, you’re out of luck for
the rest of the year to get an
insurance policy.
6. If, on the other hand, you
qualify for Medical Assistance
or MinnesotaCare, you can get
on that anytime during the
year.
You can get excellent, free,
in-person help to find out what
you are eligible for, and also to
do the actual enrollment. In
the Duluth area, that service is

provided by well-trained
InsureDuluth
Navigators,
based with some local nonprofits. To learn how to connect with a Navigator and get
an individual, free appointment, you can go online to
www.insureduluth.org (Duluth
area), and www.mnsure.org
(statewide). You can also connect with a Duluth-area
Navigator by calling 211 (landline) or 1-800-533-7709
(mobile phone).

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, Dec. 20
9:00 a.m.
Bridgeman’s (Mall)
Mt. Shadow Drive

Christmas Blessings
to All Trade Unionists

Laborers
Local 1097

Our Families and Friends!

Mike SUNDIN
DFL State Representative

Iron Range &
Northern Minnesota

Minnesota House District 11A

Thanks, City of Hermantown, for a PLA
on your new fire halls!

The Twin Ports Construction Liaison Committee
www.lakeairebottleshoppe.com

Sunday: 11:00am-6:00pm

We meet regularly to ensure that customers who use our
services are getting the best bang for their construction dollar.
A Project Labor Agreement is a great way to accomplish that!

• Amendola Builders

Sheet Metal Workers’ Local 10

Retirees’ Luncheon

Tuesday, Jan. 8, 1:00 p.m.
Applebee’s, 3605 Tower Ave.,
Superior
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• Associated General Contractors of MN
• A.W. Kuettel
• Belknap Electric
• Bricklayers #1
• Carpenters #361
• Cement Masons #633
• Duluth Builders Exchange • Four Star • Holden Electric • Hunt Electric • IBEW #242
• Insulators #49
• Iron Workers #512
• Jamar
• J.R. Jensen
• Johnson-Wilson
• Kraus-Anderson
• Laborers #1091
• Lakehead Constructors
• Minnesota LECET
• NECA Twin Ports Arrowhead Chapter
• Northern Mechanical/Plumbing Contractors
• Northland Constructors
• Operating Engineers #49
• Operating Engineers #139
• Oscar J. Boldt
• Painters #106
• Parsons Electric
• Plumbers & Steamfitters #11
• Ray Riihiluoma
• Sheet Metal Workers #10
• Swanson & Youngdale
• Veit Disposal

If you have a project in mind, no matter how big
or small, we will take the stress out of it for you!
Call TPCLC, 218-728-6895, you’ll be glad you did!
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Not much has trickled down
from Tax Cut and Jobs Act

Best wish for
the new year:
Heath care
that works?
By Catherine Conlan
I did a lot of writing about
the Affordable Care Act for my
last job. The Act was a huge
change for employers, and a lot
of my work focused on the
graduated rollout in the
requirements they had to follow over several years. So
when the news broke (on a
Friday night, of course) that a
judge had “overturned” the
ACA, it was like old times as I
read up on it.
Union members generally
aren’t covered by the ACA.
According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, almost 95 percent of union employees had
access to employer-provided
health insurance benefits in
2017, compared to 67 percent
of nonunion workers. But

many of our family members
and friends rely on ACA plans
for health insurance and coverage. In addition, there are provisions within the ACA that
affect how all healthcare is
reimbursed, measured, recorded, graded and provided, so
what does it mean when some
say it’s been overturned?
For now, not much. The
judge did not put an injunction
on the ruling, so in the meantime, the ACA is still the law of
the land, for now.
But digging into it, we find
that the ruling is really about
Labor World next issues: the ACA as the Trump adminJan. 9, 23;
Feb. 6, 20; istration modified it. The indiMarch 6, 20, April 17; vidual mandate introduced by
May 8, 22;
June 19; the ACA, which required that
July 10, 24; Aug. 7, 28; people carry individual health
Sept. 11, 25; Oct. 9, 30; insurance and assessed a fine
Nov. 13, 26;
Dec. 18. on those who did not, was an
“Obamacare” provision that
many on the right disliked.
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United; VP Stacy Spexet, USW
9460; Sec Kathleen Adee,
Education MN; Mikael Sundin,
Painters & Allied Trades 106;
Dan O’Neill, Plumbers &
Steamfitters 11;
Dan Leslie, IBEW 31;
Steve Risacher, Carpenters 361;
Tom Cvar, UFCW 1189
Scott Dulas, NALC 114

The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers
and unions. The views and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.

issue that is vitally important to
people, and tinkering with a
policy that people approve of
(according to the Kaiser
Family Foundation, 53 percent
of adults have a favorable opinion of the ACA, while 40 percent do not). Health care is
something everyone needs, no
matter their job, position in
life, income or age. The
American system of providing
health care, if not broken, is
falling apart, and people are
ready for something simpler,
clearer, more effective and
more affordable. And while
people don’t necessarily love
the ACA, it improved a lot of
aspects of the way health care
is provided and paid for, and
unwinding some of those
improvements would be politically disastrous while hurting a
lot of people.
Anyone who door-knocked
for a candidate this fall heard
about voters’ concerns regarding
health care. Minnesotans want
medicines they can afford,
health care they understand and
can pay for, and providers they
know and trust. The newly elected DFL officials who have been
touring the state on listening sessions say they’re getting the
message loud and clear no matter where they go: People know
we can do better when it comes
to health care. Maybe 2019 is
the year we make it happen.

Fair
Use Notice
The Labor World may contain
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has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner.
We make such material available in
our efforts to advance understanding
of labor, economic, political, human
rights, democracy, social justice, and
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constitutes a 'fair use' of any such
copyrighted material as provided for
in Section 107, US Copyright Law.
In accordance with Title 17
U.S.C. Section 107, the material in
this paper and on the website is distributed without profit to those who
have expressed an interest in receiving the included information for educational purposes.
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By Max Moran
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 — the only major piece
of legislation passed by the Trump administration — turns one
year old this week. The law’s advocates promised it would create an economic bonanza for working people. Instead, its
biggest corporate backers have laid off employees and offshored jobs while the promised investment boom is nowhere to
be found. And for all of the talk about rising GDP and a tight
labor market, millions are still barely making ends meet.
But that’s not all. As critics warned when the bill was being
drafted, the legislation gave disproportionate benefits to one
massive, reviled industry: Wall Street. The nation’s six biggest
banks enjoyed estimated $14 billion in tax cuts this year —
enough to give every teacher in America a $4,000 raise. The
banking industry also saw a record $62 billion in profit in the
third quarter of 2018, thanks in
large part to the tax cuts.
If any industry benefited from
‘Wall Street
the law, it was banking. So, has
has reinvested
Wall Street behaved as promised,
in Wall Street.’
and invested in American prosperity? Of course not. Wall Street
has reinvested in Wall Street.
Like most industries, America’s banking boardrooms spent
their tax cut gobbling up shares of their own stock to artificially inflate share prices without actually improving business performance.
Indeed, rates of lending — Wall Street’s main contribution
to the economy — are actually lower this year than in 2017.
These buybacks used to be considered illegal stock manipulation, but — thanks to deregulation — they’re business as usual
now.
JPMorgan Chase got almost $3 billion in tax cuts this year,
but spent over $20 billion on stock buybacks — in other words,
their entire tax cut funded just 14 percent of their stock manipulation. Bank of America’s $3.5 billion handout funded just
16.9 percent of their buybacks. Meanwhile, the company laid
off 575 of its employees.
The most repulsive actor was easily Wells Fargo. Their massive $3.7 billion tax cut paid for 10 percent of what the bank
spent on buying up its own shares. Meanwhile, the bank fired
almost 2,500 people and was implicated in scandal after scandal after scandal.
In one case, Wells Fargo admitted to foreclosing on hundreds of homes in error because management failed to create a
reliable computer system, traumatizing the suddenly-homeless
families that paid for their incompetence. For this, Wells
enjoyed a tax break big enough to pay for 66,000 infrastructure
jobs.
Then there’s the fact that Citigroup and JPMorgan are
among the top five beneficiaries of further potential tax breaks
after repatriating their offshore funds. But despite the oftrepeated promise that corporate tax cuts make their way down
to workers, America’s biggest banks actually spent less on paying their employees this year than they did the year before.
Taken together, it’s staggering how much of the tax cut legislation was really a barely-cloaked present to the same financiers who crashed the world economy in 2008. And as the
sugar-high of stock buybacks has faded, more and more people
are predicting another financial crisis in the near future. We’re
facing precisely the sort of economic downturn that Congress
promised the tax cut would prevent.
There were plenty of organizations, including Americans for
Financial Reform, where I work, who called out the tax cut as
a gift to Wall Street the minute that it was proposed. They were
ignored.
Why? Because policies that could actually protect and help
consumers might cut into Wall Street profits. It will take braver
politicians and bolder initiatives to finally end finance’s stranglehold on the economy.
Max Moran is communications intern at Americans for
Financial Reform and a graduate of Brandeis University.
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Postal workers blast Trump’s recommendations for U.S. Postal Service
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
The Postal Workers are blasting
the anti-worker GOP Trump
administration’s recommendations for trashing the U.S. Postal
Service’s contracts with its
workers, their wages and benefits and USPS’ universal service, among other brainstorms.
They also vowed to continue
the postal unions’ joint campaign against Trump’s schemes.
And whether the incoming
Congress, split between a
Democratic-run U.S. House
and an increased GOP majority
in the Senate, will accept
Trump’s ideas, is open to question.
Trump’s panel, headed by
Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner and consisting of
other administration officials –
with no representatives from
workers or customers -- issued
its recommendations for the
future of the USPS on Dec. 5,
three months late. About the
only right-wing scheme it didn’t openly endorse was complete privatization of the
agency.
But the report pushed every
other
right-wing
goal:
Elimination of 6-day delivery,
letting USPS impose higher
rates for “nonessential” mail
and packages – without defining what they are – cutting
postal workers’ pay, eliminat-

ing their rights to collectively
bargain for pay and benefits,
subcontracting workers’ jobs,
selling off franchises to use
mailboxes to FedEx and other
private shippers, and privatization of hundreds of post
offices.
And the panel soundly
rejected two ideas, pushed by
APWU, NALC and other postal
unions, to erase USPS’s reported red ink. One idea would end
the 12-year-old GOP-imposed
mandate that USPS pre-fund
future retirees’ health care benefits. That costs USPS more than
$5 billion yearly and pushes it
into the red.
The other union idea the
panel trashed would help
increase USPS revenue by letting its post offices – which are
everywhere – become basic
banks, offering checking and
savings accounts, for unbanked
areas of the U.S.
Instead, Trump’s panel
advocates “contract post
offices” and “co-locating or
renting space to complementary retail establishments.”
That’s a variation on a theme a
former GOP-named postmaster general tried, and unions
and postal customers defeated:
Letting low-paid non-union
Staples store workers provide
postal services.
“If the White House Task
Force on the Postal Service’s
report was assigned a ZIP Code

PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD

it would be 00000,” said APWU
President Mark Dimondstein.
“This poorly conceived
report makes many of its recommendations based on myth
and misinformation that
instead of improving mail services, would deliver higher
prices and less service for the
public.”
The public Postal Service
serves each and every person,
with more trust, opinion polls,
than any other government
service, while charging the
lowest postage rates in the
industrialized world, he said.
“USPS doesn’t take a penny
in tax dollars and under the universal service mandate delivers
to 157 million addresses six
days a week at affordable prices.
This report calls for slashing
universal
service.
Recommendations would slow
down service, reduce delivery
days and privatize large portions
of the public Postal Service.”
“Most of the report’s recommendations, if implemented,
would hurt business and individuals alike,” Dimondstein
warned. Instead, the report
positions USPS “for sale to private interests” on “Wall Street,
and their enablers.”
Congressional Democrats
expert in postal issues weren’t
happy either. Sen. Thomas
Carper,
D-Del.,
ranking
Democrat on the panel that
handles USPS legislation, was
skeptical.
Rep.
Elijah
Cummings, D-Md., who will
chair the House committee that

tackles the same topic, came
down on the workers’ and consumers’ side – six months ago.
“Our bill, HR756, the Postal
Service Reform Act, would
make critical pricing and delivery changes to put the Postal
Service back on the path to
financial health,” he said then.
“It also would treat the Postal
Service like other private sector

businesses by requiring its
retirees to enroll in Medicare.”
That alone would save taxpayers $6 billion over ten years, he
said.
The measure also repealed
the health care prefunding
scheme. The House’s ruling
Republicans never brought it to
a vote, though Cummings’s
panel approved it unanimously.

Season’s Greetings
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Representing Media & Communications
workers in Minnesota for 85 years and
the Labor World editor since 1989.

612-789-0044
NewspaperGuild@MNGuild.org

www.mnguild.org
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American Postal Workers Union/AFL-CIO
We wish you and your loved ones

A Safe and Happy Holiday Season!
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balanced budgets.”
State...from page 1 structurally
“This forecast shows some
The
Minnesota
Management and Budget office
also projected a surplus of $456
million in the next biennium,
but warned legislators that economic growth is slowing.
Lawmakers from northeastern
Minnesota say they’re ready to
keep the state growing, but
carefully.
“I’m glad that Minnesota’s
fiscal house is in good order,
but lawmakers should take
budget officials’ warning of an
economic slowdown to heart,”
said Senator Erik Simonson,
DFL-Duluth. “We need to take
a cautious approach to our
budgeting process.” He suggested new one-time investments in critical areas could
help make positive changes
without Governor Dayton and
his administration deserve a
great deal of credit for getting
Minnesota back on the path to

good news in the short term, but
our budget balance on paper
ignores some real challenges
our state will face in the coming
years,” said State Rep. Jen
Schultz (DFL-Duluth). Next
year’s scheduled sunset of the
health care provider tax could
cause a shortfall in the resources
that help low-income and vulnerable Minnesotans access the
health care they need, she said.
“This would be unacceptable,
and I’m committed to addressing this looming loss of revenue
so we can ensure this critical
coverage can continue.”
MMB will release a revised
budget forecast for the new
biennium in February 2019.
The governor uses the
February forecast as a final
point of reference to propose a
new two-year state budget for
lawmakers to consider.
With the DFL taking the

Jen Schultz
Representative, MN House 7A

Wishing you a healthy
and happy holiday
season!

Minnesota House, there’s a little more room for the
Walz/Flanagan team to make
their One Minnesota vision a
reality. Labor will also have
several seats at the table, as
Labor-endorsed representatives now hold committee chair
positions, including:
• Mike Sundin, 11A, Labor.
• Mary Murphy, 3B, Ethics.
• Rob
Ecklund,
3A,
Veterans and Military Affairs
Finance & Policy Division.
• Schultz, Subcommittee
on Long-Term Care.
Rep. Liz Olson, 7B, was
also named majority whip.
Attorney General-elect Keith
Ellison stopped in the Iron
Range and Duluth as part of his
post-election listening tour
around the state. “We want to
make an economy that works
for everybody,” Ellison said.
“We want to make sure people
can afford their lives.” As part of
those efforts, he said focusing
on wage theft and worker misclassification will be among his
office’s priorities. “We’re not
going to tolerate that,” he said.
“We’ll be standing shoulder to
shoulder with Minnesotans.”
Walz and Flanagan stopped
in Silver Bay and Duluth, among
other places in Northeastern
Minnesota.

Sundin leads Labor committee
SAINT PAUL — Incoming Speaker of the House Melissa
Hortman has appointed Representative Mike Sundin to chair a
new Labor Committee in the Minnesota House of
Representatives.
Sundin will be in his fourth term representing House District
11A in northeastern Minnesota.
Hortman told the Labor Review that the new Labor
Committee represents more than just a name change. “That
committee will be looking at, do jobs pay a livable wage?
Earned sick and safe time? People are concerned about being
able to afford their lives. That’s a committee that will look at
those issues.”
Under the previous Republican House leadership, labor
issues were consigned to the “Jobs and Energy Committee.”
Now, Sundin said, “the Labor Committee, we won’t be distracted by too many other issues. We’ll be meeting once weekly and concerned strictly with labor issues.”
He said addressing wage theft will be a focus of the Labor
Committee.
And, he said, “we’ll be looking at perhaps expanding the
reach of Prevailing Wage in the construction industry to include
more projects that are funded through [state] grant programs
that are currently not covered by Prevailing Wage.”
“If there’s legislation that we can forward that can improve
the climate for labor organizing, we should be… looking at that
type of legislation,” Sundin added.
Sundin is a 40-plus year member of Painters Local 106 based
in Duluth and has served as an officer of the local for the past
30 years.
He’s also been a delegate to the Duluth Central Labor Body
and, for 25 years, a member of the board of directors of the
Duluth Labor World newspaper.
At press time, House leadership had not yet announced the
other members of the Labor Committee.
— Minneapolis Labor Review contributed to this report.

Thank you for your support!
Prepared and paid for by the Jennifer Schultz Volunteer Committee, PO Box 3218, Duluth, MN 55803.
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When you look close, your
union benefits are clear
It’s nearly year-end – use your union eye care benefits
We bill for your union benefits
Eye exams for you and your family
Glasses, safety glasses, contacts
Be — and be seen

Brand names: Oakley, Wiley X, and more!

Aurora | Cloquet | Duluth Kenwood | Grand Rapids | Hinckley | Moose Lake | Superior | Two Harbors | West Duluth
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Kentucky...from page 24
have no statistically significant impact on overall state
employment.”
“The true motivation is ‘to
starve labor organizations and
their members based on perceived political bent,’” the
unions added.
“Right-to-work laws don't
give workers the right to refuse
to join a union. They have
always had that right,”
Zuckerman said before the
case hit Kentucky’s High
Court. “By outlawing union
security clauses, right-to-work
laws prohibit agreements that
require all workers who benefit
from union representation to
share in the costs of the union.”
“Even under right-to-work,
unions have to represent all
workers covered by a collective bargaining agreement.
Right-to-work laws simply
allow workers to refuse to pay

dues for that representation and
to get a free ride. This means
workers who enjoy the benefits
of a union contract can force
their co-workers to subsidize
the costs of their representation, which ultimately weakens
the union’s ability to represent
its members.”
“We are unable to say the
legislature did not have a reasonable basis for” subjecting
unions and workers to RTW,
the court majority retorted.
Citing a previous Kentucky
Supreme Court ruling, the
judges added a “legislative
choice is not subject to courtroom fact-finding and may be
based on rational speculation
unsupported by evidence or
empirical data.”
Besides, the court majority
claimed, the RTW supporters
presented positive evidence for
it anyway, even though they

didn’t have to do so.
After reviewing Kentucky
constitutional and labor law
history and the 1947 GOPpassed federal Taft-Hartley Act,
which permitted state-by-state
RTW laws, the court majority
spent a good section of their
opinion rejecting the unions’
equal protection argument.
“A statute that ‘merely
affects social or economic policy is subject’ to a less searching form of judicial scrutiny,
i.e. the ‘rational basis’ test,”
under the state constitution’s
equal protection section, the
majority explained.
“Rational basis review is
appropriate for evaluating”
RTW since the 1947 federal
Taft-Hartley Act – passed by a
GOP majority, though the
Kentucky justices did not
admit it -- “expressly permitted” state RTW laws, they said.

Light it up

When the Proctor Amateur Hockey Association needed
some help lighting the outdoor rinks, the IBEW stepped
up to volunteer. From left: Jason Berquist, Troy Landin,
Jacob Conway, Max Musial, Nate Ward and Kyle
Budisalovich. Also helping was Hunt Electric, who generously donated materials for the project.

Threat...from page 1
“Don’t characterize the
strength that I bring” to the
funding fight, Pelosi retorted
to Trump, referring to the
incoming House Democratic
majority and its refusal to fund
Trump’s Mexican Wall.
The agencies that would
have faced lack of funding
have 600,000 federal workers,
out of a total of just over two
million. And a planned 1.9
percent raise for all two million feds – a raise Congress
agreed to – is in the legislation
that funds the Treasury
Department and “general government.”
The Treasury Employees
(NTEU) represent most of
those workers, though that
union and others – including
the Government Employees,
National Nurses United, and

the National Federation of
Federal Employees/IAM –
represent the rest of the civilian feds, all of whom would
be denied a pay raise.
The military will get a 2.6
percent hike under the defense
money bill, which Trump
already signed. He also signed
bills
that
cover
the
Departments of Labor –
including OSHA -- Education,
and Health and Human
Services, among others, and
many smaller agencies, such
as the National Labor
Relations Board.
Understandably,
even
before Trump’s threat, NTEU
President Tony Reardon urged
lawmakers to pass the money
bills for the agencies Trump’s
yelling covers.
“While there is never a

good time to go without pay,
for many who will celebrate
holidays with family, there is
no worse time. And agencies
such as the IRS, tasked with
delivering a complex tax filing
season following enactment of
tax reform, and the Customs
and Border Patrol, need both
additional fiscal 2019 funds
and
budget
certainty,”
Reardon said.
“Congress and the president should not hold agency
funding hostage to controversial policies unrelated to the
budget,” Cox said.

WishingourfriendsaHappyHoliday

Since
1887

For our families and our communities,
let’s keep working together to keep the
Christmas message of peace, love, and
justice alive all through the year.

Mark
Rubin

Your St. Louis
County Attorney
Prepared by Labor World, Paid for by the Mark Rubin Vol. Comm.
PAGE 6
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Fight for $15 movement focuses efforts on its next target: MSP Airport
By Michael Moore
St. Paul Union Advocate
MSP INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT — The rally outside
Terminal 1 earlier this month
brought together the people
who make the Minneapolis-St.
Paul Airport work: unionized
janitors, servers, cooks, cart
drivers, bag runners and other
frontline staff.
They marched outside the
ticketing area, carrying signs
and joining chants calling on
the Metropolitan Airports
Commission (MAC) to raise
the minimum wage to $15 for
all airport workers.
Glen Brown, a wheelchair
assistant and member of
Service
Employees
International Union Local 26
(link is external), earns just
$10.65 per hour working for
airline contractor G2.
At the rally, the St. Paul
resident recalled watching his
city council and mayor pass a
minimum wage ordinance

earlier this month – and
resolving to fight for the same
at MSP.
“We deserve the same pay
and respect as workers in cities
that border the airport,” Brown
said, noting that U.S. airlines
raked in $15.5 billion in profits
last year – profits that “our
work helped make possible.”
“There are thousands of us
making around what I make,
while Delta CEO Ed Bastian
makes $6,300 per hour,”
Brown added. “A $15 wage
floor at MSP would mean stability and security for so many
families.”
Although workers like
Brown are pushing the MAC
to follow Minneapolis and St.
Paul on the path to $15, it was
initially Minneapolis and St.
Paul that followed the MAC’s
lead in setting higher labor
standards than the state
requires.
In June 2015, airport commissioners approved a measure

raising the minimum wage to
$10 for most workers at MSP,
which does not fall under the
legal jurisdiction of either
Minneapolis or St. Paul.
That raise came on the heels
of a measure passed in
December 2014 requiring airport employers to offer earned
sick and safe time benefits.
But historic $15 minimum
wage ordinances on the books
in neighboring St. Paul and
Minneapolis are poised to
erode
airport
workers’
minimum-wage advantage.
That could lead to understaffing, workers at the rally
warned.
Advocates say nearly 3,000
workers would benefit from
raising the minimum wage to
$15 at the airport, a boost of
close to $13 million into the
Twin Cities economy for the
people and families who need
it most.
Feben
Ghilagaber,
a
UNITE HERE Local 17 mem-

Happy Holidays and have a
Great New Year!

the rally included Teamsters
Local 120 and the Machinists,
which is supporting Delta Air
Lines ramp workers organizing for a voice on the job at
MSP and airports around the
U.S.
“Delta Workers helped to
start the movement for $15
here at the airport four years
ago,” ramp worker Marty
Knaeble said.
“We will be there at the finish.”

to Union Members
and Your Families
Andrew, Bransky & Poole, P.A.
Tim Andrew ~ Aaron Bransky
Jane C. Poole
Representing Unions and their Members

Call us if you’re
thinking of building
or remodeling-We’ll direct you to
qualified, licensed
contractors that
employ trained, skilled
trades’ members of
these unions:

302 W. Superior St.
Duluth, MN 55802

Suite 300

218-722-1764

Happy Holidays from
Workers United Local 99!

Boilermakers Lodge 647 ~ (218) 326-2522
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers
Local 1 ~ (218) 724-8374
Carpenters Local 361 ~ (218) 724-3297

Operating Engineers Local 49
~ (218) 724-3840
Painters & Allied Trades Local 106
~ (218) 724-6466

Cement Masons, Plasterers &
Shophands Local 633 ~ (218) 724-2323
Electrical Workers Local 242 ~ (218) 728-6895
Elevator Constructors Local 9 ~ (651) 287-0817
Insulators Local 49 ~ (218) 724-3223

Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 11
~ (218) 727-2199

Iron Workers Local 512 ~ (218) 724-5073
Laborers Local 1091 ~ (218) 728-5151
Millwrights & Machinery Erectors
Local 1348 ~ (218) 741-6314

ber who has worked in food
service at MSP for 13 years,
said she supports a $15 minimum wage because one job at
the airport should be enough
for workers to support themselves.
“When I see my co-workers
working 16-hour days, I
always wonder who’s watching their families?” Ghilagaber
said. “Who’s raising their
kids?”
Other unions that supported

Roofers, Waterproofers Local 96
~ (218) 644-1096
Sheet Metal Workers Local 10
~ (218) 724-6873
Sprinkler Fitters Local 669
~ (507) 493-5671
Teamsters Local 346 ~ (218) 628-1034

Duluth Building &
Construction Trades Council
The Cost is Less when you Use the Best!
Craig Olson, President, 1-218-724-6466
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DULUTH
Holiday Inn Hotel: Lyric Kitchen Bar •
Lyric Conference Center • Greenery Café •
Banquets and Catering
Radisson Hotel: JJ Astor • Bowery Brothers •
Catering and Banquets
Reef Bar
Rustic Bar
Local 150: City Of Duluth Confidential Unit
SUPERIOR
UWS Food Service Chartwell’s
BIWABIK
Giant’s Ridge The Lodge
HIBBING
Hibbing Park Hotel •
Grandma’s in the Park Bar and Grill
INTERNATIONAL FALLS
Americinn Hotel • Ranier Municipal Bar and
Liquor Store • Hanson’s Out Post Bar
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Report: Wireless merger would hurt wages
(EPI.ORG) In a new paper,
Roosevelt Institute Research
Associate Adil Abdela and
Research Director and Fellow
Marshall Steinbaum examine
the impact of the proposed
merger between Sprint and TMobile—which would cut the
number of national players in
the U.S. wireless industry from
four to three—on the labor
market for wireless retail
workers.
Abdela and Steinbaum use
four recent empirical estimates
of the effect of labor market
concentration on earnings to
predict how increased concentration in the labor market for
retail wireless industry workers as a consequence of this
merger will affect their earnings. They find that, if the
Sprint–T-Mobile merger is
approved, average weekly
earnings for retail wireless
workers would decline by
between 1 and 3 percent in
most affected labor markets,

with earnings falling by as
much as 7 percent in the mostaffected labor markets. For the
50 most-affected labor markets, those percent changes
correspond to a decline in
annual earnings of between
$520 and $3,276 on average.
“Historically,
antitrust
enforcers have only considered
the impact of potential mergers
on consumers and product
markets,” said Steinbaum.
“But increased market power
also jeopardizes workers’
wages and labor markets.
Regulators must take this into
account as a matter of routine
when reviewing mergers.”
In this paper, Abdela and
Steinbaum provide a framework for how regulators can
incorporate labor markets into
merger review, which includes
developing principles for
defining labor markets and
assessing competition therein,
as well as collecting data from
merging parties and their com-

petitors on employee characteristics and restrictions placed
on workers, such as noncompetes and mandatory arbitration clauses and class-action
waivers.
“Given their stated interest
in enforcing the antitrust laws
in labor markets as well as
product markets, it’s time for
the antitrust agencies to put
their money where their mouth
is and get serious about ensuring that they’re protecting all
stakeholders in our economy,
not just consumers,” said
Steinbaum.
Abdela and Steinbaum
point out that antitrust enforcement, and merger review especially, are insufficient policy
responses to the problem of
monopsony. They point to
unionization, which provides
workers with countervailing
power to corporations, as
another important way to mitigate the ill effects of employer
concentration on wages.

Wishing you good cheer
throughout the coming year.

Thank You For All
Your Support and Help!
Joyous Holiday Greetings!
Rachel Loeffler-Kemp, Director, and the
AFL-CIO Community Services Committee
and the Head of the Lakes United Way

S eason’s
G reetings!

From the
Teamsters Local 346
Executive Board and Staff

We encourage you to patronize
these Unionized Companies
when considering your home
heating needs.
THANK YOU!
Happy holidays from our
membership, officers and staff!

Laborers Local 1091
Duluth, Minnesota / Superior, Wisconsin
and Surrounding Counties
PAGE 8

Duluth Area/Northern Wisconsin
Federated Coops, Inc.
I.C.O.
Midland Services, Inc.
Iron Range/Grand Rapids Areas
Ferrellgas
I.C.O.
Range Cooperatives
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Unions protest special counsel’s memo to feds about ‘Don’t talk Trump’
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
The executive branch’s Office
of Special Counsel has issued a
blunt warning to the nation’s
two million federal workers –
Don’t “talk Trump,” either
resistance or impeachment – at
the office. And that’s drawn the
ire of the two big federal workers’ unions, the Government
Employees (AFGE) and the
Treasury Employees.
The Nov. 27 memo specifically says talking about Trump,
putting up signs or even #resist
bumper stickers is “political”

and violates the Hatch Act.
But the workers can still
talk for or against Trump on
their own time, the memo adds.
Treasury
Employees
President Tony Reardon said the
guidance, which he said came
from the White House, “could
be applied in a way that unfairly
inhibits” workers’ free speech
rights. AFGE President J. David
Cox, a retired VA psychiatric
nurse, was blunter. He flatly said
it violates workers’ rights.
“This is plainly another
attempt to intimidate and
harass the hardworking men
and women, many of whom

are veterans, that go to work
every day to keep our country
safe and prosperous,” he said.
Federal workers, Cox added,
“are entitled to 1st Amendment
rights and should feel comfortable discussing government
policy and legislative action in
the workplace.”
“Any attempt to silence the
voice of our hard-working government employees is nothing
less than an attack on these
employees’ 1ST Amendment
rights and our constitutional
checks and balances. It’s censorship, and it’s wholly incompatible with our shared American

values,” Cox declared.
“The ‘Guidance Regarding
Political Activity’ memo will
serve only to strike fear into
America’s workforce and prevent future workers from blowing the whistle on waste, fraud,
and abuse,” he warned.
Reardon said the memo
“could unnecessarily have a
chilling effect on employees’
1st Amendment free speech.”
The memo says that now
that Trump is officially a candidate for re-election, “the terms
‘resistance,’ ‘#resist’ and similar terms have become inextricably linked with the success

Happy Holidays!

(or failure) of the president.”
The Hatch Act didn’t kick
in before because – officially –
Trump wasn’t a candidate, the
memo says. Trump himself,
however, started raising money
for another run for the Oval
Office almost as soon as he
took it over, if not before.
Federal records show that from
Jan. 1, 2017-Sept. 30, 2018, his
campaign committee raised
$60.6 million and spent just
over half of that.
“Now that President Trump
is officially a candidate for reelection, we must presume that
use or display of ‘resistance’,
‘#resist’ or ‘#resistTrump’ or
similar statements is political
activity unless the facts or circumstances indicate otherwise,” the memo adds.
That includes talking about
impeaching Trump, the memo
says.
By contrast, private sector
workers are free to talk Trump
on the job – unless their bosses
ban it, too. The common saying, applied especially at nonunion shops, is that the Bill of
Rights, including the 1st
Amendment’s free speech
rights, stops at the workplace
door.

W

2018...
It’s a
Wrap!
Minnesota LECET would like to thank the following
Union Contractors in the Duluth/Superior region who
participate in the LECET Safety Driven Program:
NAPi Electric NBedrock Flint NOscar J. Boldt Construction
NFour Star Construction NHarbor City Masonry

Wishing you
Happy Holidays
& a Great 2019!

ishing
our Brothers
and Sisters
a

Happy
Holiday
and a

Happy
New Year!
MINNESOTA

www.mnlecet.org and
Find us on Facebook

NDonald Holm Construction NJamar Company
NJ.R. Jensen Construction NJohnson-Wilson Constructors
NKraus Anderson NLakehead Constructors
NNorthland Constructors NUnited Piping NVeit

We proudly support UNION Construction in the Twin Ports Region!
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Roofers
Local 96
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Teachers win Chicago charter school strike by focusing on inequality
By Negin Owliaei
Chicago teachers are making
history again. Educators at
Acero Schools have reached a
tentative deal with their employer after staging the first charter
school strike in the nation. After
nearly a week of walkouts, the
teachers will return to the classroom after the charter network
agreed to raises, smaller class
sizes, and protections for undocumented students.
The more than 500 educators who walked out earlier this
month are members of a charter
division of the Chicago
Teachers Union, or CTU, which
staged a hugely influential
strike in 2012 that hit a national
nerve. And, like with the 2012
strike, a whole host of inequality-related issues were brought
front and center by the walkout,
from school closings to executive pay and immigration.
Most of the teachers’
demands centered on improving learning conditions in the
classroom. Reductions in the
32-student class size, increased
special education funding, and
more time for lesson planning
were just a few of the issues at
play. Educators were also
pushing for raises — a CTU
statement said that Acero was
spending $1 million less in program salary costs in 2018 than
it did in the previous year.
Acero
head
Richard
Rodriguez was displeased that
his network was at the center of
the nation’s first charter school
strike, and attempted to discredit the walkouts. “Interests
from outside our community
are using our students and our
schools as a means to advance
their national anti-charter
school platform,” he said in a
statement posted on YouTube.

Rodriguez takes home
around $260,000 a year to preside over 15 Acero schools —
roughly what Chicago Public
Schools head Janice Jackson
makes to manage more than
500. Several Acero administrators make more than six figures, in fact, even as the school
network’s paraprofessionals
effectively make less than
$30,000 when factoring in pension payments.
But as Alia Wong and
Natalia Escobar wrote in The
Atlantic, the comparative lack
of teacher power is seen by
charter advocates as a feature,
rather than a bug, of their preferred education model. “This
heightened partisan tug-of-war
over charter schools can in part
be attributed to the idea that
their role as so-called innovation laboratories is predicated
on them being free from the
constraints imposed by collective bargaining.”
As Harvard education professor Martin West told The
Atlantic, the strikes are also
notable because teachers are
bargaining directly with the
charter operator over the use of
already existing funds, rather
than asking for more funds
from the government.
The charter school’s own
financial statements show
there’s no need for austerity.
Acero is flush with cash, according to a CTU statement based on
figures provided to them by the
network itself. The network has
at least $24 million in unrestricted cash, “yet they remain
unwilling to provide a penny
more in compensation to paraprofessionals, their lowest wage
workers,” the statement says.
That practice isn’t limited to
Acero, CTU warns. Charter

schools are getting increased
state funding, an October
report from the union found,
but the money’s not making its
way to educators or into the
classroom. Despite the fact that
charter schools get an 8 percent
funding increase in comparison
to district schools, their teachers are among the city’s lowest
paid. Meanwhile, the report
says, “one charter operator
spends as much on management staff with the word
“chief” in the job title as it does
on all special education staff in
its network.”
“These are our schools, and
if we have to shut them down
to make our employers do
what’s right, we’ll do that,”
Baehrend told Chicago local
news. “This is about changing
the charter industry.”
The
changes
they’re
demanding aren’t all related to
school financing, either. One of
the key negotiating items for the
union was the protection of
undocumented students at
Acero’s predominantly Latinx
schools. The teachers demanded — and won — a written
commitment that Acero schools
would be a sanctuary for undocumented students. The tentative
agreement keeps the operator
from collecting information on
the immigration status of students, families, and educators. It
also keeps immigration enforcement officials out of the schools
unless they have a court order.
Bargaining demands over
racial equity in schools are all
the more important given the
spate of school closings across
Chicago over the last several
years. About 200 schools have
either closed or faced a radical
restructuring in the time it
takes for a child to grow up, a

recent WBEZ report says, disrupting the education of an
entire generation of Chicago
students. More than 70,000
Chicago school kids — 61,240
of them Black students — have
seen either a school closure or
all school’s staff fired.
The closings have been
traumatic for students and families to live through, WBEZ
notes. There’s been a negative
academic impact on the kids
who’ve switched schools, and
the closures have created the
sense that schools aren’t community institutions.
But in the time that Chicago
closed 203 schools, it opened
190 new ones. And more than
half of those are charter
schools. Their rapid expansion
has been promoted by Rahm
Emanuel at the behest of the
wealthy interests pouring
money into charter schools.
The drastic changes to
Chicago’s landscape have
placed the city directly at the
heart of a national conversation
over the corporatization of education.
So it shouldn’t be surprising
that the first national charter

school strike is taking place in
Chicago, where the debate over
their existence is very much
alive. Chicago Public Schools
just decided to recommend the
school board deny all new
charter applications for the
next year. Governor-elect J.B.
Pritzker advocated a moratorium on charter schools during
his campaign. And the issue is
likely to be at the forefront of
February’s mayoral race.
The tides may be turning
against charter schools, but
there’s still already more than
100 such institutions across the
city and their educators and
students both deserve better.
While the circumstances this
month in Chicago might be different than the teacher strikes
and protests that made waves
across the country all year, they
stem from the same place — a
desire for more justice and
equity in the classroom.
Negin Owliaei is a
researcher at the Institute for
Policy Studies and co-edits
Inequality.org. This article
originally
appeared
on
Inequality.org

Season’s greetings
from all of us at
Education Minnesota
www.educationminnesota.org
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Trump administration sues to deny workers comp to nuke cleanup workers
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
SPOKANE, Wash. (PAI)—
In 1942, when the federal government took over Hanford as a
site for manufacturing the uranium, and later the plutonium,
used for the U.S. nuclear arsenal.
The feds realized working with
those radioactive materials was
dangerous, and those workers
were covered by various
arrangements when they became
ill, disabled, and died.
But cleanup ran into problems getting workers’ comp:
Hanford’s radiation work was
secret and doctors need evidence, which the feds don’t provide, to OK workers’ comp
claims.
The way around that was to
establish a presumption that the
workers’ jobs, cleaning up
Hanford, produced the respiratory diseases and cancers that
qualify them for workers’ comp.
That’s what Nick Bumpaous,
legislative and political director
for Plumbers and Pipefitters

Local 598, set out to do. He
based it on an initiative he
learned about from the Fire
Fighters.
The
bill,
HB1723,
Bumpaous lobbied for and
worked
on
with
two
Washington state lawmakers,
did just that. The Washington
state senate’s GOP leaders kept
pigeonholing it -- until a special
election late last year gave state
senate control to the Democrats.
The new pro-worker Labor and
Industries Committee chair
there led the fight for it. The
Hanford workers’ comp bill
sailed through both houses this
year, with huge bipartisan
majorities.
Gov. Jay Inslee (D) signed it
and it took effect. Some 42 former Hanford cleanup workers,
suffering from those ills, have
used it already to seek workers
comp payments. More are
expected to do so. They won’t be
able to if Trump has his way.
In an Oct. 31 letter to Inslee,
Washington Attorney General

Bob Ferguson and state Labor
and Industries Director Joel
Sacks,
Trump’s
Justice
Department threatened to sue the
state on Nov. 30 unless – parsing

the legal language – the state
dropped its workers’ comp law
for the Hanford workers.
Gilligan proposed talks and
the state said it would talk. But

they obviously went nowhere,
because
Trump’s
Justice
Department sued Washington
state in federal court in Spokane
less than two weeks later.

May this holiday season and the new year
bring cheer and good fortune to you and yours!

Representing faculty at UMD since 1980

Thanks to all for a great 2018!

Happy Holidays &
Happy New Year
tor
Proud to be a Union Contractor

“Thank you for your support!
May the Joy of this Holiday Season be with
you and your family throughout the year.”

Mary Murphy
State Representative
District 3B
AFL-CIO & DFL Endorsed

LAKEHEAD Painting Co.
“Serving the upper midwest since 1965”
Free Estimates Superior, WI 715-394-5799

Paid for by the Mary Murphy Volunteer Committee, 5180 Arrowhead Rd. Hermantown, MN 55811

Happy Holidays to You and Your Family!
We wish you good health in the new year...
Attending the Health & Beneﬁt Fair in 2019 will make it even better!

Painters and
Allied Trades
Local 106
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FREE Admittance for All Working Families
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Senators target pregnancy discrimination
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (PAI)—
Nine U.S. senators, led by
Elizabeth
Warren
of
Massachusetts and Richard
Blumenthal of Connecticut, and
including Tina Smith of
Minnesota, demanded that
Verizon and the subcontractor
that runs its Memphis warehouse, XPO Logistics, answer
published details about unusually
high levels of pregnancy discrimination there – and take definitive
detailed steps to stop it.
In letters to Verizon CEO
Hans Vestberg and XPO CEO
Bradley Jacobs, the group also
demand details of both firms’
policies on legal accommodations for temporarily disabled,
pregnant workers, and their
policies for preventing pregnancy discrimination on the
job.
And in the letter to
Verizon’s Vestberg, the solons
chide his firm for permitting
such discrimination, especially
by one of its subcontractors.
The follow a New York
Times investigative story in
October about working conditions at XPO’s Memphis warehouse. Its workers pack and ship
Verizon devices.
The
Communications
Workers, who represent most
Verizon workers, have often
had rocky relations with that
firm. The Teamsters, who represent some XPO workers,
have found themselves walking informational picket lines,
especially in the South, over

working conditions.
The
lawmakers
also
reminded both companies they
hold federal contracts -- $85
million in Verizon’s case – and
that federal law comes down
particularly hard on federal
contractors who discriminate
on the basis of pregnancy.
Pregnancy discrimination
violates federal equal employment opportunity and civil
rights laws, and those same
laws order firms to make “reasonable accommodations” for
pregnant workers, especially
workers who produce MDs’
orders for such changes.
Yet at the Memphis warehouse, XPO routinely ordered
pregnant women to lift and
shift parcels and devices
weighing 50-75 pounds each.
They were also forced into
excessive bending and standing for extremely long periods
of time. In guidelines for care
for pregnant women, The
American
College
of
Obstetricians
and
Gynecologists bans such
actions, especially for women
with high-risk pregnancies.
But XPO disregarded the
guidelines, forced the women
into heavy work, and higherthan-normal rates of miscarriages resulted, the letters to
the CEOs said.
“Women should never,
while pregnant or at any time
during parenthood, be forced
to choose between having a
child and continuing to work to

put food on the table,” both letters added. “Despite this, an
untold number of women have
been fired, passed over for promotions, denied otherwise-reasonable work accommodations
or otherwise been discriminated against because of pregnancy or pregnancy-related medical conditions.”
“This inexcusable discrimination leads to lost paychecks,
unemployment, retaliation or
job changes,” besides the miscarriages at the XPO warehouse, the senators said. The
XPO workers have also complained about sexual harassment at the Memphis warehouse and other XPO facilities
in Tennessee.

To All
Union Members &
Area Contractors
from

Cement Masons,
Plasterers &
Shophands
Local 633
1-218-724-2323
America’s Oldest Building Trades Union• Est. 1864

Happy Holidays!
Thank you for your tireless
dedication to make our city
a great place to live,
work and enjoy.
Mayor Emily Larson
and the Duluth City Council

Warmest Greetings of the Season
and best Wishes for
Happiness in the New Year
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Wilson-McShane
Corporation
Plan Administrators
for Taft-Hartley Trust Funds
Since our first client in 1969 our goal is to provide high
quality service to each and every individual we serve.

YourFriendsat
UnitedSteelworkers

UNITY AND STRENGTH FOR WORKERS

A Happy Holiday Season!

HealthCare
Local9460

Locations:
• Bloomington, MN
• Des Moines, IA
• Las Vegas, NV
• Omaha, NE

•
•
•
•

Duluth, MN
Kansas City, MO
Kansas City, KS
Oak Brook, ILL

www.wilson-mcshane.com
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Unite Here’s strike against Marriott chain ends
SAN
FRANCISCO
(PAI)—Unite Here’s long
forced strike against the
Marriott hotel chain – a strike
that revolved around the theme
that workers shouldn’t have to
toil at two or three jobs, including at Marriott, to make a living – ended with a big win for
2,500 workers in San
Francisco on Dec. 3. More
than 99 percent of voting
workers answered “yes.”
“The San Francisco contract, like the settlements in all
the strike locations, marks historic wage and benefit increases,” Unite Here said in
announcing the win, in the
eighth city involved in the
strike. The union gave no figures, but one of the prior settlements, in Honolulu, yielded a

combined $6.13 hourly raise in
wages and benefits. And the
San Francisco pact includes
better health benefits.
The San Francisco pact also
includes “pioneering civil
rights protections that create a
pathway out of poverty via
access to good union jobs, sexual harassment protections,
including removal and banning
of guests who violate women,
and a seat at the table for workers as the hospitality industry
grapples with automation in
hotels,” the union added. It
will also lighten workloads for
harried hotel housekeepers.
Pickets at the Marriott
hotels in San Francisco, including the flagship St. Francis,
carried signs reading “One job
should be enough” and point-

ing out that Marriott’s “green
program” cost workers jobs.
The San Francisco struggle
was the last to be settled in the
9-week walkout involving
seven Unite Here locals in
eight different cities, covering
23 Marriott hotels. It also
marks success of a strategy the
union adopted several years
ago, to have contracts covering
convention hotels in major
cities, often owned by chains,
all expire at the same time.
The San Francisco contract
“marks the beginning of a new
standard for hotel workers in
North America, and has made
Marriott a leader in the hospitality industry by ensuring one
job is enough for hotel workers
to live with dignity,” said Unite
Here President D Taylor.

Solidarity and H a p p y H o l i d a y s
justice for all
in 2019!
 

United Steelworkers District 11
3433 Broadway Street NE, Suite 315
Minneapolis, MN 55413
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If you’ve had good fortune this year, even though it may have come
through your own hard work, remember those, especially during
these holidays, who still have hard times knocking at their doors.

Have a Peaceful Holiday and Healthy 2019

A Holiday Wish
For Our Trade Union
Brothers and Sisters
and Your Families...

A Joyous Holiday
and a

Very Prosperous,
Healthy 2019!
Bricklayers &
Allied Craftworkers
Local 1

Safety • Quality • Service • Innovation

Twin Ports • Iron Range

Minnesota/
North Dakota/South Dakota

Over 100 years of service • 1916 - 2019
General Contractors and Equipment Rental Specialists
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Best Wishes for the Holidays
and a Happy New Year!

If your Union isn’t listed here, contact Katie Humphrey at 218-724-1413
to learn how to become a member of our Regional Labor Movement!
AFSCME Council 5
AFSCME 66 (City, County, Others)
AFSCME 695 (Minnesota DOT)
AFSCME 718 (Minnesota DNR)
AFSCME 221 (MNDOT)
AFSCME 1092 (Amalgamated MN State Human Services)
AFSCME 1123 (Two Harbors Municipal)
AFSCME 1681 (At Home Living)
AFSCME 1934 (St. Louis County Jail)
AFSCME 2829 (Amalgamated Minnesota State Employees)
AFSCME 2980 (Minnesota State Agricultural Employees)
AFSCME 3142 (Minnesota Public Safety)
AFSCME 3558 (Duluth Area Non-Profits)
AFSCME 3761 (St. Louis County Attorneys/Investigators)
AFSCME 3801 (UMD Clerical/Technical)
AFSCME 3802 (Silver Bay Veterans Home)
AFSCME 3887 (N.E. MN Department of Corrections)
AFSCME 4001 (Minnesota State College & University)
American Postal Workers Union--Greater Northland Area
Bakery, Confectionery, Tobacco Workers, Grain Millers 167G
Boilermakers Lodge 647
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers 1
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers & Trainmen Div. 188
Carpenters Local 361
Cement Masons, Plasterers, Shophands 633
Communication Workers of America 7214
Duluth Federation of Teachers 692
Education Minnesota-Cloquet Teachers
Education Minnesota-Proctor Teachers
Education Minnesota-Willow River Teachers
Education Minnesota-Wrenshall Teachers
Fire Fighters 101

Hermantown Teachers Federation 1096
IBEW 31 (Utility Workers, Others)
IBEW 31 and 242 Retirees
IBEW 242 (Construction, TV, Others)
IBEW 366 (Canadian National)
Insulators 49
Ironworkers 512
Laborers 1091
Machinists Lodge 1575
Mailers ML-62
MN Newspaper & Communications Guild–CWA
Minnesota Nurses Association
Musicians 18
National Association of Letter Carriers Branch 114
National Conference of Firemen & Oilers/SEIU 956
Office & Professional Employees 277
Operating Engineers 49
Operating Engineers 70
Painters & Allied Trades 106
Plumbers & Steamfitters 11
Roofers 96
Sheet Metal Workers 10
Stagehands 32
United Auto Workers 241
United Food & Commercial Workers 1189
University Education Association (UMD)
United Steel Workers District 11
USW 1028
USW 9460
United Transportation Union 1067
Workers United 99
Workers United Joint Board (Minnesota)

EXECUTIVE BOARD for 2018 – 2019
Beth McCuskey, President
Chad McKenna, Vice President
Todd Gustafson, Secretary/Treasurer
Lori Doucette, Sergeant at Arms
Glenn Jackson, Assistant Sergeant at Arms

Executive Board:
Member~North East Area Labor Council
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Craig Olson, Mary Kirsling,
Scott Dulas, Dan Olson
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GM job cuts belie Trump’s promise of growth trickling down from tax cuts
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
GOP President Donald
Trump and Congress’ ruling
Republicans jammed through
the $1.2 trillion tax cut for corporations and the rich almost
exactly a year ago, they promised it would put money in taxpayers’ pockets while prompting
firms – with the money they
would get -- to create or repatriate thousands of new U.S. jobs.
“At last, our country finally
has a tax system that is pro-jobs,
pro-worker, pro-family, and proAmerican,” Trump said in late
July, celebrating the 6-month
anniversary of his tax cut.
Somebody tell that to the
unionized workers at General
Motors. They got hit, on Nov. 26,
with firings at five U.S. plants,
plus a big one in Oshawa, Ont.
From 5,600-7,000 union workers
will be let go, including 2,500 in
Oshawa. So will another 7,000
middle managers and white-collar non-union workers. GM set
no timetable for the firings.
GM’s decision drew outrage
from the Auto Workers, who
represent those unionized
employees, along with Sen.
Sherrod Brown and Rep. Marcy
Kaptur, both D-Ohio. The first
of the five U.S. plants reportedly
to close, costing 1,600 workers
their jobs, is in Lordstown,
Ohio.
The Oshawa workers didn’t
wait around to see who would
get canned or when, especially
since Canadians didn’t benefit
from Trump’s tax cut, though
GM did. The Oshawa workers
put down their tools and walked
off the production line at 9 am
Eastern time, when the news
came through. Their president
said GM plays by its own rules,
so his union can, too.
GM decided to close the auto
production plants in Oshawa,
Lordstown and Hamtramck,
Mich. (1,500 jobs). It’s also
closing a propulsion plant in
Baltimore and transmission
plants in Brownstown and
Warren. Mich. Job cuts for those
three were unavailable.
CEO Mary Barra said GM
needed to close those plants as it
shifts more towards hiring highly skilled workers to produce
electric and self-driving vehicles. But other workers, in
Mexico and China, will make
gasoline-powered autos the
plants now produce for the U.S.
market. Those models – including the Chevy Blazer and the
Cadillac GT6 – will be discontinued here at the end of 2019,
Barra said.
And Barra said the closures
will save GM $6 billion by
2020, three-fourths of it in capital spending. That also defies

Trump’s prediction his tax cut
would prompt more capital
spending by firms. Trump, in a
White House meeting, rebuked
Barra face to face.
But it’s her $6 billion savings
forecast that pissed off the
UAW.
GM’s move “will not go
unchallenged…The UAW and
our members will confront this
decision by GM through every
legal, contractual and collective
bargaining avenue open to our
membership,” the union said.
“This callous decision by
GM to reduce or cease operations in American plants, while
opening or increasing production
in Mexico and China plants for
sales to American consumers, is,
in its implementation, profoundly damaging to our American
workforce,” Terry Dittes, the
union vice president and director
of its GM department, said in the
UAW statement.
“GM’s production decisions,

in light of employee concessions
during the economic downturn
and a taxpayer bailout from
bankruptcy, puts profits before
the working families of this
country whose personal sacrifices stood with GM during
those dark days. These decisions
are a slap in the face to the memory and recall of that historical
American made bailout.”
“We must step away from the
anti-worker thinking of seeking
simply the lowest labor cost on
the planet,” union President
Gary Jones added in the statement. “The practice of circumventing American labor in favor
of moving production to nations
that tolerate wages less than half
of what our American brothers
and sisters make, must stop.
More importantly, we must
understand these companies,
including GM, are no longer in
trouble. They are recording
annual profits in the tens of billions.”

Brown and particularly
Kaptur linked the GOP tax cuts,
Trump’s “new NAFTA” pact
and GM’s move together.
“GM gained record tax
breaks from the @GOP's tax
scam—and chose not to invest
that money in American workers. As a result of that corporate
greed, thousands of workers will
soon be out of a job.
Disgraceful,” Brown tweeted.
Kaptur called GM’s firings
and closings “an affront” to

repeated sacrifices by workers
and taxpayers to GM. “For too
long a rigged economic system
highlighted by bad trade deals
such as NAFTA and a tax system that incentivizes offshoring stacked the deck of
corporate power against the
American worker,” added
Kaptur, one of the few remaining lawmakers who lobbied
against and voted against
NAFTA 25 years ago...Enough
is enough.”

Holiday greetings!

Rep. Rob Ecklund
Minnesota House District 3A

Wishing you a joyous
holiday season and all the
best in the new year.

The Best of the Season and
New Year to All Our Friends!
from the Members of

International Association of
Heat & Frost Insulators and
Allied Workers
Local 49
Duluth, MN
Chartered in 1937
We're the Insulators!

With Best Wishes for
a Safe and Happy

Criminal Defense & Family Law
Serious Personal Injury
Workers’ Compensation
Social Security Disability
National Association of Letter Carriers

Zenith Branch 114 Merged
Duluth, Two Harbors and Silver Bay
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www.northlandlawyers.com
800-535-1665 • 218-727-5384
Free Consultation • No Recovery, No Fee
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WE’VE GOT WORK TO DO!
We’ll be able to enjoy a cheerful holiday season
because of the hard work of volunteers, staff, and
released staff throughout the year. We had a solid election year
for working families across the state and are ready to keep
fighting. We can attribute much of our electoral success to the fact
that our message to strengthen the middle class resonates with voters.
We will continue to work for all working families!

Hap py Hol i d a y s a n d h a v e a
Won d e r f u l Ne w Yea r f r o m t h e
North East Area Labor Council
S e r vi n g C ook, L ak e, K ooch i chi n g, I ta s c a ,
S t . L o u i s , C a r l ton , a n d P i n e c o u n t i e s .
~NEALC OFFICERS~
President Alan Netland, AFSCME 66
Vice President Craig Olson, Painters & Allied Trades 106
Secretary/Treasurer Tom Cvar, Iron Range Labor Assembly, UFCW 1189

NEALC
FIELD
COORDINATORS

~NEALC BOARD MEMBERS~

Jason Metsa

Judy Wahlberg, AFSCME Council 5
Beth McCuskey, Duluth Labor Assembly, Duluth Federation of Teachers
Jim Kottke, United Steelworkers
Christina St. Germaine, AFSCME 1092
Rick Cannata, Iron Range Labor Assembly, Laborers 1097
Tamara Jones, Carlton County Labor Assembly, Working America
Joe Kneisel, Carlton County Labor Assembly, IBEW 242
Mary Kirsling, Minnesota Nurses Association
Don Smith, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 242
Joe Moren, AFL-CIO Retirees
Eric Gulland, Operating Engineers Local 49
Chad McKenna, Duluth Labor Assembly, AFSCME 66
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415 Jones Street
Eveleth, MN 55734
218-290-1527
jason@nealc.org

Katie Humphrey
2002 London Road
Room 99
Duluth, MN 55812
218-370-0187
katie@nealc.org
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University setting provides insight into public-sector unions after Janus
By Jeff Schuhrke
In the aftermath of this summer’s Janus v. AFSCME
Supreme Court decision attacking public-sector unions, the
University of Illinois at Chicago
is rapidly becoming a bellwether for how those unions
might sink or swim in a world
without fair share.
UIC prides itself on being
one of the most diverse college
campuses in the country and one
of the most welcoming to working-class students. The city’s
only public research university
and home to a vast hospital system, UIC employs a cross section of public-sector workers
including nurses, teachers, clerical workers, and maintenance
workers, nearly all of whom are
unionized.
In recent years, university
officials have rightly issued public statements critical of government actions that harm members
of the campus community,
including Trump’s Muslim ban,
the Illinois state budget impasse,
and the House GOP’s failed
attempt to tax graduate student
tuition waivers. But since the
Supreme Court issued its antiunion decision in the Janus case
this June—threatening the collective bargaining rights of thousands of university employees—the administration has
been silent. Instead, through
their actions, administrators
have indicated a willingness to
use Janus to engage in union
busting.
In the first month after the
ruling came down, the university payroll office failed to deduct
dues from hundreds of cardsigned union members from
several unions on campus,
including UIC United Faculty
(UICUF), the Illinois Nurses
Association (INA), SEIU Local
73, and my own union, the UIC
Graduate
Employees
Organization (GEO). In the case
of GEO, this cost our relatively
small local of graduate student
workers a whopping $10,000.
UIC’s failure to deduct member dues in July was not only
illegal, but it also effectively
silenced workers who actually
want to pay dues because they
enjoy having workplace rights.
The administration openly
admitted they hadn’t deducted
dues, but said they weren’t
going to do anything to remedy
this obvious legal violation.
Instead, they’ve forced the
unions into a protracted grievance and arbitration dispute,
apparently hoping they can simply tire us out or outspend us in

legal fees.
Further, the administration is
claiming the right to unilaterally
process membership revocations without notifying the
unions, which goes against university HR’s own policy. They
also refuse to provide us with
timely information about which
employees are in our respective
bargaining units, which is especially harmful for GEO since
our bargaining unit changes dramatically every semester. Not
knowing exactly who we represent at all times makes it difficult to sign up new members
and impossible to ensure UIC is
deducting dues correctly.
In August, GEO discovered
that the university had mistakenly deducted dues from sixty
nonmembers, individuals we
had never claimed were union
members in the first place.
Mistakes like this put the union
at legal risk, since the erroneously deducted money goes
into our local’s bank account
and makes the local liable for
“taking” it. We alerted the
administration immediately and
they quickly corrected the error.
What we still haven’t been able
to figure out is why a handful of
grad workers, overwhelmed
with our normal teaching and
research responsibilities and
representing our union as volunteers, have to tell well-paid
administrators at a multibilliondollar institution like UIC how
to do their jobs.
All of this comes as our
unions are in the middle of contract negotiations. Even before
Janus, UIC was already prone to
bullying campus workers at the
bargaining table and pushing us
into going on strike. In 2014,
faculty with UICUF had to
strike to win their first contract.
Last fall, the INA-represented
staff nurses and administrative
nurses at the UI Hospital came

‘UIC administrators seem to have
assumed Janus would leave our unions
weakend and afraid...they miscalculated.’
— Jeff Schuhrke, AFT 6297
within a hair’s breadth of walking off the job before an
eleventh-hour agreement was
reached. This past spring, grad
workers at the UrbanaChampaign campus had to
strike for nearly two weeks in
order to safeguard tuition
waivers.
It comes as no surprise, then,
that the administration has tried
to exploit the post-Janus confusion around dues deductions to
gain an advantage in bargaining,
presumably to pressure us into
making concessions on issues
that matter to our members in
exchange for the continued existence of our unions. When GEO
first questioned why the administration had not deducted July
member dues, they said they
would only discuss it with us in
contract negotiations—never
mind that abiding by existing
contract language and existing
law is non-negotiable.
UIC grad workers—whose
baseline pay is only $18,000 and
who are forced to pay up to
$2,000 in fees every year—are
fighting for living wages and fee
waivers. UIC’s tenured and nontenured faculty are fighting for
increased job security, shared
governance, and raises. That
should be the focus of negotiations, not bureaucratic procedures around dues deductions.
The administration is waging
its most vicious attack on the
underpaid Licensed Practical
Nurses (LPNs) with INA at the
UI Hospital, who have also been
in bargaining since Janus came

down. Shortly after the ruling
was issued, the university decided to bring in a new lead negotiator, who proceeded to tear up
previously agreed-upon articles
and introduce extremely regressive proposals in their place.
Among other things, UIC is
demanding LPNs surrender
their right to engage in virtually
any kind of concerted activity at
the workplace, while demanding INA publicly disavow any
kind of protest carried out by its
members and threatening to single out union leaders for discipline.
UIC administrators seem to
have assumed that Janus would
leave our unions weakened and
afraid, allowing them ride
roughshod over us and impose
terrible contracts. But they miscalculated.
Thanks to the administration’s handling of Janus, the
campus unions are working
together closely. In late July,
members of INA, UICUF, SEIU
Local 73, and GEO held a joint
march on the boss, showing up
unexpectedly at the office of the
head of university Labor
Relations to demand accountability around the failure to
deduct dues. Clearly rattled by
this, the administration has since

been far more careful around
processing deductions and correcting errors when we point
them out.
Meanwhile, all of our unions
have filed or plan to file both
grievances and Unfair Labor
Practice charges. GEO and
UICUF are ramping up our
respective contract campaigns,
both building towards possible
strikes next spring which might
easily coincide. This week, the
LPNs will be going out on an
indefinite ULP strike, and members from all four of our unions
will hold a unified protest and
rally as the UIC Board of
Trustees gathers on campus for
a meeting.
The budding coalition of
UIC unions should be on every
labor activist’s radar, as it’s
emblematic of what a postJanus world can look like for
public-sector unions: a huge
uptick in hostility from the boss
met with more solidarity, more
organizing, more direct action,
more strikes, and a deeper determination to fight for our rights
as public sector workers to
ensure our students get the education they deserve, and our
patients get the care they
deserve.
Jeff Schuhrke is a PhD candidate in history at the
University of Illinois at
Chicago. He is the co-president
of the Graduate Employees
Organization, AFT Local 6297.
This article originally
appeared in Jacobin Magazine,
jacobinmag.com, and is used
with permission.

The Best of the Season to All!
I am very grateful this
holiday season for being able
to serve the working families
of the entire city of Duluth at
the State Capitol. Thank you!

ErikStateSimonson
Senator-Elect
Duluth’s District 7

Labor & DFL Endorsed!
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from the Members, Officers and Staff of

Operating Engineers
Local 49
Pulling Our Weight

In Minnesota, North & South Dakota

www.local49.org
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Teamsters’ leader says new NAFTA is a mixed bag for truckers, railroaders
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
The Trump administration’s
“New NAFTA” contains many
pro-worker improvements, but
still has some remaining holes
in worker protections, including the need to eliminate the
last remaining vestige of the
pro-corporate secret trade
courts, Teamsters Legislative
Director Mike Dolan says.
But at the same time, Dolan
praised the U.S.-CanadaMexico pact as “a new paradigm” for future U.S. trade
deals.
And it was good enough for
workers that Dolan gave a
proverbial chuckle at the
Chamber of Commerce’s
“frustration” over the new
NAFTA’s pro-worker sections

before asking: “Has the
Chamber ever opposed a ‘free
trade’ deal?”
Dolan was one of two proworker witnesses to discuss the
pact, which GOP President
Donald Trump reached with
Canada and Mexico – the
Canadians and Mexicans
would say “jammed down our
throats” – earlier this year.
Dolan and AFL-CIO Trade
Specialist Celeste Drake spoke
during the U.S. International
Trade Commission hearings on
it on Nov. 15-16.
The USITC heard Drake,
Dolan and the other witnesses,
all representing corporate interests – including the Chamber –
in preparation for an ITC report
to Trump, and probably
Congress, next year on the
trade pact’s impact. USITC has

set no date for its report.
Leaders of the three nations
formally signed the new pact
on Nov. 30 in Buenos Aires.
The new NAFTA doesn’t
quite go all the way to get the
union’s wholehearted endorsement, which would be its first
ever of a “free trade” pact,
Dolan said.
“We have described to the
administration” in prior hearings and sessions on the new
NAFTA and trade in general
“our bottom-line interest in
eliminating the incentives for
outsourcing by big corporations, which we repeat,” he
noted. Some specifics Dolan
said would make the pact, formally the U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement, even better for
workers, include:
• As “America’s supply

Have a Safe and Happy Holiday

Let’s bring Northern Lights Express (NLX)
passenger rail service to the Twin Ports and Arrowhead!

Division of SMART, Sheet Metal, Air, Rail, and Transit Union
UTU-SMART-TD Minnesota Legislative Board, 312 Central Ave. SE, Ste. 450, Minneapolis, MN 55414

Wishing you
and your
family a
Joyous
Holiday
Season and a
Prosperous
New Year!

Sheet Metal Workers Local #10

chain union” – Teamster truckers and train crew members
haul the nation’s freight – the
union is particularly concerned
with working conditions and
worker rights in that sector.
The Teamsters waged a
decade-plus fight under the
current 25-year-old NAFTA to
keep unsafe Mexican trucks,
steered by sleepless drivers,
from roaming all U.S. roads,
restricting them to within 20
miles of the U.S.-Mexico border. The union reiterated that
demand in previous hearings
and statements, but didn’t
explicitly win it in the new
NAFTA.
What it got, Dolan said, was
“non-conforming measures in
Annex I and II relating to
trucking (that) will benefit the
American trucking industry by
explicitly permitting new
restrictions on cross-border
operating authority for the
Mexican truck fleet.”
• While that’s a possible
gain, the railroaders lost, he
noted. “Mexico retains a nonconforming measure prohibiting U.S. freight rail crews from
operating in Mexico, but the
U.S. did not table a reciprocal
reservation for American crews
on U.S. rail beds.”
The
Brotherhood
of
Locomotive Engineers &

Your Good Will is the foundation
of our success. Accept our
“Thank You” this Holiday Season
as we wish you Happiness and
Health in the coming New Year.

HUNEGS, LENEAVE & KVAS
Attorneys at Law

Representing Railway Labor and
their families for injuries on and off
the job for over 75 years!

HUNEGS, LENEAVE & KVAS
1000 Twelve Oaks Center Drive, Suite 101
Wayzata, MN 55391-4704

612-339-4511
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Trainmen/Teamsters “report
some freight rail companies are
already bringing Mexican
crews into the U.S…which is
depriving Teamster members
of work they have historically
and patriotically performed
along our southern border.”
Dolan recommended Trump
“negotiate a side agreement
with Mexico that will enshrine
and enforce the principle of
freight rail crew exclusivity
with our NAFTA partners.”
• Dolan greeted Trump’s
win on more domestic content
for cars and trucks, along with
his requirement that at least 45
percent of car and truck workers make $16 an hour. But
Dolan said that should be a
floor, not a ceiling, on wages.
And the $16 wage should be
indexed to inflation, Dolan
said, otherwise it’ll lose its
value, both as a deterrent to
company moves to Mexico and
as a wage for workers. Mexican
car workers now average $3 an
hour – when they get paid.
• The new NAFTA’s chapter
on government procurement
should “require” bidders for
contracts to obey the new
NAFTA’s stronger worker
rights chapter. It now reads the
bidders should “promote”
worker rights. Dolan called the
word “promote” an oversight.

1-800-328-4340
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A Great Holiday Season
and New Year to All

United Steelworkers
Local 1028

Serving: ME Electmetal
Lerch Bros. (Allouez)
Duluth Steel Fabricators
North American Salt
Township of Duluth (Police)

Keep America
Working –
Buy American,
Union, & Local

Happy Holidays!
Looking forward to
serving the public
again in 2018!

Frank JEWELL
St. Louis County

Commissioner • District 1
Paid for by Frank Jewell on his own behalf

AFL-CIO says enforcement key to ‘New NAFTA’
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—The
“New NAFTA” the GOP Trump
administration negotiated and
signed – Mexico and Canada
would say Trump jammed it
down their throats – has unknown
enforcement strength. And that
could negate its better-than-theold-NAFTA worker rights provisions, the AFL-CIO says.
After all, “unenforced rules
are not worth the paper they are
written on,” the fed formally
told the federal government.
For that reason and more, the
AFL-CIO “is reserving judgement” on the pact right now, its
trade specialist, Celeste Drake,
told the U.S. International Trade
Commission in November.
And unless the new NAFTA
becomes stronger and pro-worker, she warned, the jobs drain the
current NAFTA has caused over
25 years – a drain which the
Economic Policy Institute now
calculates at 851,700 factory
jobs – will continue.
The ITC, which normally
rules on tariff cases and unfair
trade complaints, also prepares
reports for the president and
Congress on the impact of wideranging “free trade” pacts
between the U.S. and various
nations. The impacts it forecasts
are both economy-wide and on
specific sectors, such as auto
trade. The ITC has yet to set a
date for reporting to Trump on
the new NAFTA’s impact.
The commission’s findings
could become part of next year’s
trade pact debate on Capitol
Hill, where both houses of
Congress – including what will

be a Democratic-run U.S. House
– must pass legislation to implement the new NAFTA, though
not the pact itself, by majority
votes. The U.S., Mexico and
Canada signed it in Buenos
Aires on Nov. 30.
All that led Drake, along
with Teamsters Legislative
Director Mike Dolan, to testify
before the ITC on Nov. 15. They
were the only worker representatives among a parade of business lobbyists to appear at the
two days of hearings.
Drake, however, did not take
the position, which some delegates at the Auto Workers convention earlier this year
demanded: Scrapping NAFTA
entirely, with no replacement.
Trump made a big deal about
writing worker rights into the
new NAFTA’s text. That’s
unlike the 25-year-old so-called
“free trade” NAFTA his pact
would replace. And he demanded higher Mexican workers’
wages and got them, at least for
part of the Mexican workforce
that toils in “transplant” auto
plants the Detroit 3 carmakers
erected south of the border.
Drake lauded inclusion of
worker rights in the new NAFTA,
officially the U.S.-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA),
rather than in an unenforceable
side pact. But she noted
USMCA’s worker rights mimic a
weak bargain years ago under
another U.S. “free trade” pact,
with Central American nations.
That pact lacks enforcement
teeth, practical evidence shows.
And, Drake said, workers’ rights
in the USMCA should be at least
the stiffer standards included in

Peace For Everyone

International Labour Organization
agreements, and enforcement
should be tough.
“There are also provisions…that undermine interests
of workers and consumers, as a
result of provisions including
pharmaceutical monopolies,
financial services, and regulatory practices,” she added.
“We urge the USITC to
demonstrate that improvement
in rules regarding workers'
rights alone will have no impact
without effective enforcement,
to scrutinize the auto rule of origin to provide a reliable analysis
of its potential impacts, and to
examine the negative effects of
locking excessive pharmaceutical monopolies into NAFTA,”
her summary adds.
Drake and the AFL-CIO
were even blunter in her 22-page
formal statement.
“Simply put, NAFTA's rules
have not benefited working people,” she declared. “It is an
inescapable fact that millions of
workers across economic sectors
regard NAFTA as a failure. They
have been left behind and have
not shared in the gains from
globalization.”
That failure will continue,
she stated, unless the U.S. shifts
gears and puts workers, not corporations, first.
“NAFTA and subsequent
trade agreements contributed
to stagnant wages, rising
income
inequality
and
increased outsourcing of jobs
and production. Across the
country, workers and communities lost confidence in the
way the United States manages
globalization.”

Peace for
Our Planet,
Prosperity for
All People

Solidarity Forever

Carlton County
Central Labor Body
Joe Kneisel, President (218-310-9659)

We meet the 1st Monday, each month but
Sept., 7 p.m., Cloquet Labor Temple (2nd
floor), 1403 Avenue C. Please join us!
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AFSCME
Local 3801

University of Minnesota

Duluth-Clerical &
Technical Employees
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Union leader:
Plant shutdown
could be a model
SACRAMENTO (PAI)—
California’s planned shutdown
of the Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant in 2025 can provide
a model for creating clean energy jobs while helping fossil fuel
plant workers through the transition, the business manager of
the union that represents the
plant workers says.
Tom Dalzell, business manager for Electrical Workers
Local 1245, explained what
happened in a blog post by the
University of CaliforniaBerkeley Labor Center on Nov.
30.
Union leaders are divided on
what labor’s role should be in
the climate change debate.
Unions that represent fossil fuel
workers, notably the United
Mine Workers and some building trades unions, point out that
conversion away from those
fuels has cost their members
jobs and left them with no alternatives.
Other unions, led by the
BlueGreen
Alliance,
the
Steelworkers, the Amalgamated
Transit Union, National Nurses
United and others, contend the
labor movement must campaign
for measures to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions
which cause global warming.
Dalzell says what happened
at Diablo Canyon can provide a
model for that course. “A fundamental premise should be
that workers must not be made
to pay the price,” he said.
Negotiations on how to deal
with the coming closure “were
possible because everyone
involved, even those who had
been enemies for over three
decades, put down their swords
long enough to chart a path
worth taking together,” Dalzell
said. His local represents 500
high-skilled high-tech workers.
“We negotiated a 25 percent
retention bonus for workers to
remain at the plant through its
closure,” Dalzell wrote. “For
workers close to retirement, the
additional income was welcome
news. For younger workers, the
plan provided an opportunity to
remain in the community and
expand their skills thanks to a
training program to transition
them into the ongoing work of
decommissioning the plant.”
The community needed
advance planning, too, so the
bargaining produced an $85
million package “to help mitigate the blow” of the Diablo
Canyon’s shutdown. It was “in
everyone’s best interest to build
a long, seven-year runway,” he
added.
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UFCW 1189 Union Members are working hard to make your
Holiday special!

Thank you for shopping in the
stores where we work and
supporting the Grocers who
support our Union families.
Look for the Union label by the entry
doors when you shop.

Please shop: Super One, Cub Foods, Mt. Royal, Kowalski’s.
Lunds & Byerlys, Festival, Knowlans, Oxendale’s, Jerry’s, County
Market (Hudson & N. Branch). Whole Foods Co-op, and Mt. Spirits
Liquor.
For a list of UFCW1189 on the web http://ufcw1189.org/worksites

From the members of

IBEW Local 31

Wishing
You
Peace
and a
Joyous
Holiday
Season

Representing workers at:
Allete Renewable Resources
Mountain Iron, MN
Arrowhead Electric Cooperative
Lutsen, MN
Bayfield Electric Co-op
Iron River, Wl
City of Brainerd Administrative Support
Brainerd, MN

Crow Wing Cooperative
Power & Light
Brainerd, MN
Itasca Mantrap
Cooperative Electric Association
Park Rapids, MN
Lake Country Power
Grand Rapids, Kettle River & Virginia

City of Brainerd - Water & Light
Brainerd, MN

Mille Lacs Energy Cooperative –
Inside & Outside Units
Aitkin, MN

City of Moose Lake - Water & Light
Moose Lake, MN

Minnesota Energy Resources
Cloquet, MN

City of Staples - Water & Light
Staples, MN

Minnesota Power
Duluth, MN

City of Two Harbors - Water & Light
Two Harbors, MN
City of Wadena - Electric Water
Wadena, MN
Cooperative Light & Power
Association of Lake County
Two Harbors, MN

Public Utility Commission of Proctor
Proctor, MN
Superior Water, Light & Power
Superior, WI
Todd-Wadena Electric Co-op
Wadena, MN
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Season's
Greetings

The Officers and Members of

IRONWORKERS
LOCAL 512
www.ironworkers512.com

NEW DEAL...from page 1
One of the key provisions of
the original New Deal was the
1935 Wagner Act, which still
forms the basis of U.S. labor
law today. The intent of the act
was to encourage unionization
so that workers would have a
legal structure and protections
in labor disputes with their
employers. Congress passed the
Wagner Act on the heels of the
1934 strike wave, when thousands upon thousands of workers resolved such disputes
through disruptive action.
This federal neutrality in
labor disputes lasted more or
less until the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers (PATCO)
strike in 1981. When the air
traffic controllers went on a
nationwide strike, President
Ronald Reagan demanded the
workers return to the control
towers or they would be fired.
Given the damage this would
do the economy, most thought
the president was bluffing. He
was not. Within two weeks,
11,000 controllers had been dismissed and their jobs taken by
military air personnel.

2002 London Road, Duluth, MN 55812
218-728-2863

Reagan didn’t only break the
strike. He also signaled to the
business community that they
could move aggressively
against their unionized workers
and expect the full backing of
the president of the United
States. In the decades that followed, union density plummeted and ushered in the anti-union
era we still live in today.
Any invocation of the New
Deal must wrestle with this history. A truly transformational
Green New Deal — one that
reaches every corner of the
economy — must also be rooted in the right to organize.
Many of the carbon-intensive
industries that have drawn the
ire of environmentalists grew
alongside and within the New
Deal order and the labor protections it provides. By contrast,
newer “green economy” jobs
emerged just as Reagan began
his assault on the labor protections laid out in the New Deal.
As a result, the types of jobs
that a Green New Deal is likely
to create will be the sorts of
low-paid, precarious work that
has increasingly defined the
American job since Reagan’s
administration.
For example, it’s nearly
impossible for workers in residential solar installation to
organize into unions. The residential construction industry is
full of small employers, work is
very temporary, and workers
are often labeled as independent
contractors to strip them of any
labor protection under the law.
Thanks to these conditions of

precarity, workers have no job
security and wages are low.
According to the California
Occupation Guides, solar
installers make $11.50-$21.00
per hour. Benefits are meager, if
they exist at all.
Meanwhile, in sectors where
strong worker protections still
prevail, green jobs are highpaying jobs. Research from the
UC Berkeley Labor Center
shows
that
electricians
installing utility-scale solar
farms in California benefit from
strong labor agreements and
earn on average, $78,000 per
year, or $39 per hour, with good
health and pension benefits.
Their labor agreements also
include apprenticeship programs that allow a paid training
pathway to these remunerative
careers as electricians.
Without strong worker protections, including the right to
organize, a Green New Deal
will both exacerbate income
inequality and alienate a vital
constituency. If this crucial
piece is omitted from OcasioCortez’s bold platform, the left
will be left wondering why the
working class isn’t happy
about their new low-wage
green jobs.
Lauren Burke is an Atlantic
Fellow for Social and
Economic Equity. She works
on labor-led climate initiatives
with the Labor Network for
Sustainability. Previously, she
was a worker organizer with
UNITE HERE! for over a
decade.
This article originally
appeared on inequality.org.

~~Clip This Coupon~~

$25 off Complete Eyewear
Limit one per customer--No other discounts apply

~~Clip This Coupon~~

2520 Pilot Knob Road
Suite 325
Mendota Heights, MN 55120
651-256-1900
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Happy Holidays
Brothers and Sisters!

United Steelworkers
Local 11-63
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ALEC...from p. 24
unions can still get workers
fired for not paying them, and
we can’t lose sight that we still
need ‘right to work’ in those
states as well.”
• ALEC also would write
outgoing Wisconsin GOP Gov.
Scott Walker’s infamous Act
10, which emasculated public
worker unions in the Badger
State into law. ALEC’s second
model statute that it plans to
push next year would force all
local public worker unions to
stand for recertification by their

members every year, and they
could win only if an absolute
majority of all workers in the
bargaining unit – not just union
members – votes “yes.” The
GOP-run Iowa legislature
enacted such a measure two
years ago, and public worker
unions have had to go through
that recertification process ever
since. It’s backfired: More than
94 percent have won.
• Another ALEC measure
would make union spending
even more transparent – and
thus open to the radical right’s

inspection – than it already is
Education
Secretary workers’ union the Government
under the 1959 GOP-passed Elizabeth “Betsy” DeVos has Employees (AFGE) and the
Landrum-Griffin Act. That fed- tried to impose it on her depart- Treasury Employees are coneral law forces unions to item- ment’s workers. The agency testing DeVos’ action.
ize their spending, in public
records, on everything from
paper clips to individual paychecks.
• A fourth would outlaw payment for “official time.” That’s a To Our Sisters and Brothers in Labor
favorite GOP and right wing
cause. Outlawing payment for
official time deprives public
workers of union representation
and defense in grievances and
bargaining, by forcing shop
stewards to handle such issues on
their own time and on their own
Warren Bender, President, 218-590-4464
dime. Led by the president, the
GOP Trump administration has We meet the first Wednesday of each month (except
tried to ban payment of official
July), at 6:30 p.m., at the Superior Elks Lodge.
time for shop stewards representing the nation’s two million
federal workers.

S eason’s G reetings
The Superior
Federation
of Labor

Happy Holidays
Northern Wisconsin Building
& Construction Trades Council
President Jeremy Browen (218) 349-4609

IED PRINTING
ALL

COUNCIL
T R A D E S UNION
LABEL
DU LU T H

Vice President Casey Aronson
Secretary-Treasurer Derek Pederson

A

n economy that works for everyone keeps our economy strong,
but too many families are surviving on
poverty wages while working full time.
We need to pressure elected officials
so they understand the plight of our
working poor and middle class. They
need to find ways to bring us happier
holidays and a better future.

Iron Range
Labor
Assembly

Tom Cvar, President, Meets 6 p.m. odd
months at Virginia Serviceman’s Club, even
months Nashwauk AFSCME Council 65
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Boilermakers Lodge 107
(262) 754-3167
Bricklayers Local 2
(715) 579-9602
Carpenters Local 361
(218) 724-3297
Cement Masons, Plasterers
& Shophands Local 633
(218) 724-2323
Electrical Workers Local 14
(715) 878-4068
Electrical Workers
Local 242
(218) 728-6895

Elevator Constructors
Local 9
(651) 287-0817
Insulators Local 49
(218) 724-3223
Iron Workers Local 512
(218) 724-5073
Laborers Local 1091
(218) 728-5151
Millwrights & Machinery
Erectors Local 1348
(218) 741-6314
Operating Engineers
Local 139
(715) 838-0139

Painters & Allied Trades
Local 106
(218) 724-6466
Plumbers & Steamfitters
Local 11
(218) 727-2199
Roofers, Waterproofers
Local 96
(218) 644-1096
Sheet Metal Workers
Local 10
(218) 724-6873
Teamsters Local 346
(218) 628-1034

Here’s hoping you had a safe and
successful year that will allow for

H appy H olidays
from your friends in the 18 affiliated unions of the

Iron Range Building & Trades Council
Contact us - we can direct you to the highest quality
contractors who use the most skilled, area workers!
President Mike Syversrud, 1-218-741-2482
Recording Secretary Dan Hendrickson
Financial-Secretary Doug Christy, 107 S 15th Ave W, Virginia, MN 55792
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U.S. Supreme Court case will consider the scope of the Bill of Rights
By David Sobelsohn
Press Associates Supreme
Court correspondent
WASHINGTON
(PAI)-December 15 is Bill of Rights
Day. The Bill of Rights protects
our most cherished rights,
including free speech, freedom
of religion, and trial by jury.
But the Bill of Rights starts
with the words “Congress shall
make no law.” It doesn’t say
“The states shall make no law.”
In 1833, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled the Bill of Rights
means what it says. It limits the
federal government, but not the
states.
In November, the U.S.
Supreme Court heard argument

e appreciate area
workers, your
W
commitment to this
region and share your
dedication to quality!
䡲 Quality 4-Color Printing
䡲 In-House Creative Design
䡲 Computer Forms & Checks
䡲 Union Contracts
䡲 Letterheads & Envelopes
䡲 Color & High Speed Copies
䡲 Gathering & Stitching
䡲 Laminating
114 West Superior St. • Duluth, MN 55802
218-722-4421 • Fax 218-722-3211

in Timbs v. Indiana. The Timbs
case questions whether one particular right in the Bill of Rights
limits the states. But the Timbs
argument hinted at the court’s
readiness to apply all the Bill of
Rights against the states.
Tyson Timbs was addicted to
hydrocodone, an opioid. When
his prescription ran out, he
turned to heroin. Timbs also
tried selling heroin. His final
sale went to undercover cops.
It was Timbs’s first offense.
So the trial judge sentenced him
to one year’s house arrest and
five years’ probation, and
ordered him to pay $1,203 in
fees and costs. But that didn’t
end the matter.

Under Indiana law, a private
law firm, for a share of the proceeds, can seize and sell property
used in a crime -- as long as most
of the take goes to the state. To
meet the cops for his expected
drug deal, Timbs drove his
$42,000 Land Rover SUV, bought
with proceeds from his father’s
life insurance. After Timbs’s
arrest, a private law firm sued to
take his SUV. The law firm
argued Timbs had used his SUV
in the commission of a crime.
Compared with a sentence of
house arrest and probation,
Timbs argues taking his $42,000
SUV amounts to an “excessive
fine.” But the Indiana Supreme
Court
ruled
the
8th

Amendment’s ban on “excessive
fines” doesn’t apply to Indiana.
So Timbs relies on the 14th
Amendment. That amendment
prohibits states from denying to
American citizens any “privileges or immunities” of
American citizenship. Timbs
argues some of the most important “privileges” and “immunities” of American citizenship are
in the Bill of Rights.
But in 1876, in one of its first
cases under the 14th Amendment,
the High Court ruled these “privileges or immunities” don’t
include the Bill of Rights, not
even the 1st Amendment.
Since 1925, the court has
gradually interpreted the 14th

Twin Ports-Arrowhead Chapter
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
Agate Electric

Duluth Electrical Contracting
Duluth, MN

A Division of Holden Electric
Two Harbors, MN

Electric Systems

Amptek Electrical
Contractors

Duluth, MN

Hart Electric

Aurora, MN

Hibbing, MN

Belknap Electric

Holden Electric

Superior, WI

Benson Electric
Superior, WI

Brainerd, MN

IRC Electrical Contractors
Hibbing, MN

Bergstrom Electric

Kantor Electric

Superior, WI

International Falls, MN

We Appreciate Your Business!

www.ibew242-neca.org
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North Country
Electrical Services
Laporte, MN

Nylund Electric
Duluth, MN

Parsons Electric
Duluth, MN

Service Electric
Superior, WI

Town & Country
Electric
Virginia, MN

Amendment’s “due process”
clause to extend most of the Bill
of Rights to the states. Most
recently, in 2010, ruling the dueprocess clause includes the 2d
Amendment’s protection of gun
rights, the court threw out a local
gun-control law.
As an alternative argument,
Timbs relies on these cases and
on the due-process clause.
But whatever the theory, the
U.S. Supreme Court has never
declared that all of the Bill of
Rights applies to the states. For
example, the 7th Amendment
guarantees trial by jury in civil
(non-criminal) cases -- but not in
state courts. Similarly, the
Supreme Court has never ruled
the states must comply with the
8th Amendment’s ban on
“excessive fines.”
Most of the argument before
the Supreme Court revolved
around whether the taking of
Timbs’s SUV constitutes an
“excessive fine.” It’s not a “fine”
to take property involved in a
crime, argued the Indiana solicitor
general. Even if it is, asked Justice
Samuel Alito, how can anyone
consider a fine of $42,000 -- the
value of Timbs’s SUV -- “excessive,” when Indiana law, and the
U.S. Constitution, would’ve permitted sentencing Timbs to six
years in prison?
In the Timbs argument, even
the court’s newest justices,
Trump appointees Neil Gorsuch
and Brett Kavanaugh, wondered
whether -- in Kavanaugh’s
words -- it’s “too late in the day”
to argue anything in the Bill of
Rights applies only against the
federal government and not
against the states.
For those seeking to expand
constitutional protection, this
marks an achievement, the likely
end of a centuries-old debate.
But the struggle continues.
Though conservatives now concede the Bill of Rights limits the
states, many on the right base
that conclusion on the 14th
Amendment’s protection of the
“privileges” and “immunities”
of U.S. citizenship, not on that
amendment’s
due-process
clause. Timbs’s own brief to the
court argues “the right to be free
from excessive fines ranks
among those rights of citizenship” protected by the 14th
Amendment’s
privileges-orimmunities clause.
But, as Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg pointed out during
argument, the due-process
clause protects everyone. Using
the privileges-or-immunities
clause would limit the Bill of
Rights to U.S. citizens, and deny
its protections to non-citizen
immigrants. A decision is
expected in 2019.
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After Janus, ALEC pushes to expand effort to destroy public worker unions
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
Fresh off its big win last June at
the U.S. Supreme Court, the
secretive right-wing corporate
cabal,
the
American
Legislative Exchange Council
(ALEC) is expanding its drive
to destroy public worker
unions.
And it wants to wreck private worker unions, too, statements from its pre-Election
Day 2-day conference in antiworker GOP President Donald
Trump’s luxury D.C. hotel
show.
ALEC became infamous for
its radical right and pro-corporate agenda when it was first
exposed by the fatal shooting
of unarmed African-American
teenager Trayvon Martin in
Florida several years ago. The
murderer was able to get away

with it by citing an ALECdrafted GOP-passed “Stand
Your Ground” Florida law
which let the gunman shoot
without provocation.
Later investigation showed
the Stand-Your-Ground law
was just the tip of ALEC’s iceberg of “model” statutes to
impose the secret corporate
and right-wing agenda, worked
out behind closed doors by
lawmakers and lobbyists, on
the entire country, state by
state.
That agenda includes a wide
range of anti-worker measures,
particularly aimed at public
unions. One, making every single state and local government
worker a “free rider” who
could use union services – bargaining and contract enforcement – without paying one red
cent for them was legalized by
the High Court in the Janus

Kentucky Supreme Court
upholds state’s ‘RTW’ law
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
FRANKFORT,
Kent.
(PAI)—By a 4-3 vote, the
Kentucky Supreme Court
handed another win to the
right-wing and GOP partisan
forces’ crusade to destroy
unions and workers’ rights,
upholding
the
Commonwealth’s GOP-enacted so-called “right to work”
law.
Acting for their unions,
Kentucky AFL-CIO President
Bill Landrigan and Louisvillebased Teamsters Local 89
President Fred Zuckerman
challenged the law on state
constitutional grounds. They
said it violated equal protection of the laws and three other
provisions. The Kentucky
High Court majority, upholding a lower court ruling, rejected the unions’ case.
Kentucky’s GOP legislative
majority approved HB1, the
right-to-work law and GOP
Gov. Matt Bevin signed it in
2017. Bevin had run on a proRTW platform, the judges
noted.
That let Kentucky join a
raft of GOP-ruled states –
including
Michigan,
Wisconsin,
Indiana
and
Missouri – that turned themselves into RTW states since
the
2010
nationwide
Republican electoral sweep.
Missouri voters, however,
threw out its RTW law earlier
this year, by a 2-to-1 ratio.
Like other RTW laws,
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Kentucky’s law passed on
party-line votes.
Unions and their allies
oppose “right to work” laws,
pushed by big business, the
radical right and their political
puppets. Those same interests,
led by the venal and vicious
National Right to Work
Committee, intervened in the
case on Kentucky’s side and
for RTW.
The unions cited studies
showing RTW states have
lower wages for workers,
fewer safety and health protections on the job and higher
injury rates.
But the practical impact of
the RTW laws, which RTW
supporters acknowledge, is to
deprive unions of money they
need to defend workers by
making union membership
completely optional while
forcing unions to defend workers – union and non-union – in
shops the unions represent.
Non-unionists don’t have to
pay one red cent for using
union services. The right calls
its aim “de-funding the left.”
The unions told the justices
there was “no substantial or
justifiable basis” for singling
them out for such discrimination via RTW, and that doing
so would violate the state constitution. What RTW really
does, the state fed and the
Teamsters said, is “reduce
wages for union and non-union
employees, have mixed impact
on employment outcomes, and
See KENTUCKY...page 6

case.
After giving right-wing former Illinois worker Mark Janus
– the plaintiff in the notorious
case – a standing ovation at the
D.C. conference, ALEC delegates got to work. Here’s what
they came up with to push
through compliant GOP-run
states next year:
• A national “right to work”
law, applying to all public
workers, just in case a future
High Court reverses the current
5-GOP-justice majority Janus
decision.
The “Public Employee
Rights Authorization Act”
would “avoid having public
employees misled into forfeiting free speech rights and suffering financial losses,” ALEC
says.
“No labor organization may
collect a payment from a public
employee until the employee

provides affirmative consent,”
in writing, which can be
revoked at any time,” ALEC’s
model law says.
“A public agency may not
deduct from the wages of an
employee any payment meant
to financially support a labor
organization without affirmative consent from the employee,” its next provision adds.
“Affirmative consent cannot be
presumed. To be effective, the
affirmative must be freely
given and shown by clear and
compelling evidence.” And
consent given before June 27,
2018 – the date of the court’s
Janus ruling – is revoked.
The snide and nasty language of the waiver also discloses its intent: “I recognize
that I have a 1st Amendment
right to associate. My rights
provide that I am not compelled to pay a labor organiza-

tion as a condition of employment, and I do not have to sign
this waiver. However, I am
hereby waiving my right to free
speech and affirmatively consent to allow my employer to
deduct payments to a labor
organization until such time as
I choose to revoke this authorization,” it reads.
“This provision shall be
written in bold and in all caps
and shall be in a font that is
equal to or larger than any
other font found in the text of
the form,” the model RTW law
adds.
“As wonderful as Janus
was,” said one speaker, F.
Vincent
Vernuccio
of
Michigan’s radical right wing
Mackinac Center, “it still gave
'right to work' only to public
employees. There are 23 states
right now where private-sector
See ALEC...page 22

Wishing you a
TREE-mendous
Holiday!

Falsani, Balmer, Peterson & Balmer
218-723-1990 • falsanibalmer.com
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